were increased. Defective dendritic tiling was also observed, where the class IV neuron dendritic branches often overlapped with the dendrites of the same neuron (iso-neuronal tiling defects) and with dendrites from other neurons of the same class (hetero-neuronal tiling Like Poles Repel: Molecular defects). Timelapse imaging studies showed that when
Mechanisms of Dendritic Tiling
class IV dendrites get close to branches of same neurons or other class IV neurons, they make a turn to avoid crossing them in wild-type animals; fry mutant dendrites could not turn away from homologous dendrites, reTo cover the entire sensory field once and only once, sulting in dendritic branches crossing each other with dendrites of some sensory system neurons avoid straight trajectories. kinase activity in an as yet unidentified manner. Since trc/fry mutants exhibit tiling and overbranching To represent the sensory world effectively and precisely, defects, the tiling defect could be a secondary consesome sensory system neurons deploy a strategy in quence of overgrowth. Two lines of evidence argue which dendrites of the same type of neurons cover the against this possibility. First, a hypomorphic allele of fry sensory field as complete as possible with minimal overshowed only tiling but not branching defects. Second laps. This dendritic behavior is referred to as "tiling" with and more interestingly, when exploring connections with analogy to tiling of kitchen floors. The best-described other molecular pathways in dendritic development, dendritic tiling occurs in dendrites of rabbit retinal ganEmoto et al. found that Trc forms a complex with and glion cells (RGCs), which are grouped into at least 11 negatively regulates Rac GTPase, previously known to types based on their morphological and physiological be important for dendritic morphogenesis. 
During development they transiently overlap their terri-

A Nuclear Strike against Listeriatories, which is later resolved through regulation of rela-
The Evolving Life of LXR tive growth of body and neurites. Neurite-neurite repulsion is unlikely used here, as removal of ALM does not affect growth extent of the PLM neurite. Despite these differences, the same molecular machinery is used to LXRs are members of the nuclear receptor superfamily achieve the same eventual purpose-in the case of ALM and function as master regulators of cholesterol meand PLM tiling, Sax-1/Sax-2 appear to regulate neurite tabolism. In the macrophage, they control cholesterol termination as compared to 
